Rodulan
TNG era and beyond
Rodulans [Attraxans], hail from Rodul (Alpha quadrant). They have only 2 hair
colors, an extremely dark red & a like-colored dark blue, both appear black
lest seen in the light. They are overall 2m in height & marginally tanned due to
their island homes.

Names: Rodulans use 2 names; both a surname, & a proper name or “first
name”. The names used by them represents the variety of dialects spoken by
the various Rodulan sub-species.
Male: Caedan, Daro, Benjiro, Damir, Nacien, Ronan, Taywor, Taniel, Tristam, Xio
Female: Akeelah, Bas, Guan, Ilyazi, Talia, Zhaan, Meilyss
Surnames: D'Sena, Nadia, Nkai, Conti, Medledore, Malon, Kaji, R'Ven, Rixx,
Alekos, Core,Robie

EXAMPLE VALUE: Explorer by nature.
Attributes: Daring +2, Insight +2, Presence -1,
TRAIT:
The Rodulans are nearly identical to Humans save that their eyes are
completely black. This gives them a rather alarming appearance & some
will wear contact lenses when in prolonged contact with other species.
They have highly sensitive taste buds, spicy foods are extremely difficult
for them to tolerate, with many of their home cuisines being quite bland.
Talents:
Rodulan, or with GM's permission. Must start with Psychometry.

Telepathy [Psychometry]
Requirement:
All Rodulans have this talent. You use Insight+Science to determine
success (Difficulty is determined by GM). Psychometry is the ability to
make relevant associations from an object of unknown history by making
physical contact with that object. [T12] You gain 1d20 to rolls.

Iron Mind
Requirement:
Because of the unique structure of the Rodulan brain, it is almost
impossible to read their thoughts. You gain a 3d20 bonus to your rolls to
resist psionic attacks or effects.

Artistic
Requirement:
Rodulans are artistic & an average citizen practices some form of artistic
expression as a major part of their daily lifestyle. You gain 1d20 bonus to
any Crafting tasks.
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